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July 14, 1989
3F0789-13-

U. S. Nuclear Regulatory rheimion
Attention: rw, ment conttul Desk

Washington, D. C 20555

Subject: Crystal River Unit 3
Docket No. 50-302
Operating License No. DPR-72
Licensee Event Report No. 89-022

Dear Gir:

Enclosed is Licensee Event Report (IER) 89-022-which is submitted
in accordance with 10 CFR 50.73.

Should there be any questions, please contact this office.

Yours very truly,

b
*

!

Rolf'C. Widell
Director, Nuclear Operations Site Support

WIR: mag

Enclosure

xc: Regional Mministrator, Region II
Senior Resident Inspector
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Unknown Cause Leads to Erroneous Indication of' Loss of! Main Feedwater
Pumps and Results in Manual Engineered Safetv Feature Actuation
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On June 14, 1989, Crystal River Unit 3 war in Mode 3 (Hot Standby) nearing the
end of a maintenance outage. One Main FeeoJater Pump (MEWP) was supplying
feedwater to the Once 'Ihrough Steam Generators (OI'SG's) with the other MEWP in
standby (latched). A refueling interval Engineered Safeguards (ES) actuation
surveillance was in progress. At 1910, during the ES surveillance a Control
Board Operator observed indications that both MFWP's had tripped. In
accordance with plant procedures, he manually actuated Emergency Feedwater and
complied with those plant procedures. Shortly thereafter it was noted that the
MEWP's had not actually tripped. 'Ihe status of the Main Feedwater Pumps was
determined to be normal and EFW was returned to normal standby status in
accordance with plant procedures. This event was a manual operator response to
an indicated loss of both MEWP's. All of the causes of the indicated loss of
both MEWP's have not been conclusively determined. Further investigation will
be conducted to determine the cause and appropriate corrective actions will be
developed and implemcmted.
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i On June 14, 1989, Crystal River Unit 3 was in Mode 3 (Hot Standby) nearing the
| end of a maintenance outage. One Main Feedwater Pump [SJ,P] (MFWP) was latched

and running to supply feedwater to both Once trough Steam Generators (OI'SG's)'

[AB,SG), with the other m'P latched in standby. Surveillance Procedure SP-
417, Refueling Interval Integrated Plant Response To an Enginecred Safeguards
[JE] Actuation, was in progress. 'Ihis Surveillance Procedure had been
completed for the "A" Engineered Safeguards (ES) train and preparations were
complete for beginnirg surveillance on the "B" ES train. We test consists of
introducing an ES actuation signal, followed shortly by an ES 4160 Volt Bus
[EB,BU] undervoltage signal. @is checks both the ES actuation logic ard the
ES 4160 Volt Bus block loadirg sequence.

At 1900 testing u.4merced on the "B" ES train. Response to the ES actuation
signal was normal. When the ES 4160 Volt Bus urdervoltage signal was
introduced and electrical bus realignment began, the 1Alclear Operator (utility
licensed personnel) noted that both MFWP's appeared to be tripped. All MFWP
supervisory indicating lights [JK,IL] had gone out, differential pressure
irdication between the MFWP discharge and OISG pressure had dropped from
approximately 80 psid to zero, ard startup feedwater flow instruments [SJ,FI]
indicated zero flow to both OISG's. In addition, several anomalous indications
were noted on the Integrated Control System (ICS) [JA] feedwater control
stations. Based on these indications, the control Board Operator announced a
loss of both MEWP's, manually initiated Emergency Feedwater (EFW) [BA] in
accordance with the plant procedure governing loss of both MFWP's, ard complied
with that procedure. 'Ihis event is wr;dable under 10 CFR 50.73.a.2.iv as a
manual actuation of an Engineerer' 7afety Feature (ESF).

Following actuation of EFW, it was notcd that all MFWP and ICS indications had
returned to normal. Both MFWP's were still latched ard all MFWP ard ICS
indicatiore were as expected. Following a careful review of the status of the
MFWP and ICS indications, with no discrepancies noted, EFW was secured. 'Ihe
Emergency Feedwater Initiation and Control System [JE] was reset to the normal
standby status, in accordance with plant pro dures, at 1920.

CAUSE

'Ihis ESF actuation was a manual operator response to an irdicated loss of both
MFWP's. 'Ihis operator response was directed by plant procedures.

With the exception of the MFWP supervisory irdicating lights, the cause of the
indicated loss of both MFWP's has not been conclusively determined. Utility
ergineerirg personnel immediately interviewed the Control Board Operators ard
reviewed the MFWP irdication ard ICS power sources. It was determined that the
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MFWP supervisory iMicating lights are powered frm a bus which was taporarily
deenergized during the "B" ES electrical bus realignment and therefore the
tenporary loss of the supervisory indicating lights is expected. All other
indications noted by the Control Board Operator are powered from IG or Non
Nuclear Instrumentation (NNI) power supplies. %ese power supplies are fed
fra vital buses [EF,BU]. %ere was no indication of loss of any of these
vital buses, nor was any IG or NNI power supply breaker. [JA,BKR] opened during
'the "B" ES electrical bus realignment. Further investigation will be conducted
to conclusively determine the reason for the loss of IG/NNI MFWP indications.

EVENT EVAIDATION

Manual operator action, directed by plant procedures, resulted in actuation of
the Emergency Feedwater System. 2e main feedwater pumps did not trip during
this event, so that both main aM emergency feedwater were available.
Berefore, secondary coolirg was not jeopardized and nuc1"ar safety remained
unaffected. 'Ihis particular event could not_ occur at power, as the
Surveillance precedure being performed is a refueling int Ival test which must
be performed while.' the plant is shutdown. However, the scenario being
simulated by the Surveillance Procedure (ES actuatkr. followed by ES 4160 Volt
Bus undervoltage) could be initiated from power operations. In this scenario
either main or emergency feedwater could be used to combat the casualty, and
the health and safety of the public would not be umpu.anised.

ua<KwnVE ACTICN

A precaution will be added to the procedure to assure operators are aware of
the temporary loss of indication.

Investigation has shown that the temporary loss of MFWP supervisory indicating
lights is expected during "B" ES electrical bus realignment. Investigation
into the loss of IG indications is ongoing and corrective actions will be
taken to address the findings of that investigation. We results of this
investigation will be submitted as a supplement to this IER at a later date.

IREVIOUS SIMIIAR EVENIS

Crystal River Unit 3 has reported 28 Engineered Safety ?eature actuations.
T11s is the first event involving manual actuation following erroneous
indication of MFWP's beiry tripped.
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